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Accessories keep your Fresh Air Screen in the perfect
condition so you can rest easy. Need to upgrade or
replace a part? We've got you covered. You can now
order accessories separately.

2.

3.

1.) Adhesive Loop
All Fresh Air Screens are installed using a hook and loop system. This noninvasive method allows people to install and remove screens easily without
difficult or expensive remodeling projects. The hook side is sewn into the
screen, and the pressure-sensitive adhesive loop adheres to the garage
frame. Adhesive loop is available in black to match dark frames and white to
match light frames. Replacement increments come in 10 and 20 foot rolls so
you can order the right amount when you need it.
2.) Rope Kits for Model C
Model C Fresh Air Screens feature two outer zippers that allow the screen to
roll up without having to remove the entire unit. You can add a rope and pull
kit to your model C at any time, or replace the unit as needed. Kit sizes are
available in "Small" and "Large" to cover all of the standard garage screen
sizes. See kits for more size information.
2.) Rope Kits for Model D
Model D Fresh Air Screens feature two outer zippers and a center zipper that
allow the screen to roll up without having to remove the entire unit. You can
add a rope and pull kit to your model D at any time, or replace the unit as
needed. Kit sizes are available in "Small" and "Large" to cover all of the
standard garage screen sizes. See kits for more size information.
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For more information about
these replacement parts, please
visit www.freshairscreens.com.
Need help installing these
accessories? Scan the QR code
below to visit our online support
center to find installation
instructions and tips.
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